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1. Introduction 

The structures of expanded liquid metals such as liquid alkali metals and liquid mercury have been 

extensively studied over past decades. The most interesting feature of these metals is that when they are 

exp釦 ded台omthe剖piepoint up to ne訂 thecritical point, where both tempera知reand pressure are high, 

there occurs a metal-nonmetal(M-NM) transition, in other words the interionic interaction, which determines 

t註eionic structure, changes continuously with density variation. 

Owing to recent progress of experimental techniques at high temperature釦 dhigh pressure, the static 

structure factor Sexp(k) of liquid rubidium, caesium and mercury have been measured. As for dynamic 

properties, the dynamic struc臨時 factorS (k, w) of expanded liquid rubidium and the velocity of sound of 

expanded liquid mercu守 fora wide range of density have been measured. From註ieseexperiments, various 

characteristic features of the densi守 dependenceof the structure of expanded liquid metals紅 eknown. In 

p訂ticular,as for the velocity of sound of liquid mercury the following interesting feature is known: Wi出

decreasing density from near the位piepoint along the liquid-vapour coexistence curve, the velocity of sound 

of liquid mercury decreases linearly until near the M-NM transition region, whereas its decreasing rate 

becomes slower over that region until near the critical region. 

On the theoretical side, however, there have been few studies of expanded liquid metal because there is no 

reliable method to derive the effective pair potential of liquid metals except for the state near the triple point, 

where the effective pair potential cf ps (r) calculated by the pseudopotential pe陶 rbationtheory based on the 

nearly-free-electron model can be used. In fact it is known由atnear the critical point, both integral equation 

theory and simulation using cf ps (r) c組 reproduceneither static nor dynamic structures especially in a small 

k-region. Under these circumstances the relation between the density dependence of the structure of ex手組ded
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liquid metals and that of the effective pair potential has not been well understood so f訂．

In this situation, one of the most effective approaches to derive the effective pair potential手（r)is the 

inverse method, in which p (r) is derived from the experimen陪Istructu毘 factorSexp (k). To obtain a reliaちle

effective pair potential for expanded liquid metals by the inverse method, we have investigated the accuracy 

of the predictor-corrector (P-C) method for the inverse problem, which consists of the integral equation 

theory and the computer simulation, and improved it in some points. 

h白isthesis, first, we derive手（r)of expanded liquid metals by the inverse method and next we investigate 

the dynamic properties of expanded liquid metals by the molecular-dynamics (MD) simulation usingがr)

thus obtained.’The purposes of this 白esisare as follows: 

1. To investigate the density dependence of the effective pa註potentials引の ofex予知dedliquid rubidium, 

caesium and mercuryるyderiving them from the experimental static structure factors Sexp (k) using the 

P-C method for the inverse problem. 

2. To clarify whether手（r)thus derived can児 producethe experimental dynamic properties or not, by 

investigating the dynamic struc随 時sof expanded liquid rubidium with the MD  simulation using引け．

3. To clarify the relation between the density dependence of the velocity of sound and that of手（r)of Ii司uid

mercury, by investigating the velocity of sound of liquid mercury using the large-scale戸rallelizedMD 

simulation. 

2. Effective pair potential by inverse method 

In chapter 2, the P-C method is explained at first.In the integral equation theory，手（r)multiplied by the 

inverse tempera旬re;J=l/kBT is writtenぉ

βゆ（r)= g(r) -c(r) -lng(r) -1÷ B(r）言

where g （吟，c（け andB (r) are the radial dis汀ibutionfunction, the direct correlation白nctionand the bridge 

function, respectively.τ'hough g (r) and c (r) can be obta回ed台omSexp(k), B （け cannotbe obtained directly 

from Sexp (k). Therefore B(r) is calculated by the iterative procedure using由ecomputer simulation. 

Next we have derived手（r)of expanded liquid rubidium, caesium and mercury using the P-C method from 

the triple point to near the critical point along the liquid-vapour coexistence curve and investigated their 

density dependence in detail. We have found that the effective pair potential p (r) of liquid rubidium and 
caesium have a similar density d句endence:Wi血 decreasingdensity, (i）白erepulsive手（r)shifts toward a 

shorter distance and becomes softer, (ii) the oscillatory behaviour of手（r)disappears and (iii) the a位 active

part of手（r)becomes weaker and longer-r組 ged.As for expanded liquid mercury, we have derived手（r)for 

three states: (1)1273K, 10.98g/cm3(metallic state), (11)1673K, 9.25g/cm3(ne訂 M-NMtr釦 sitionregion) and 

(IIl)l803K, 6.8g/cm3(near the critical point, nonmetallic state). Following interesting feature is shown.官ie

repulsive part of引の shiftsto a shorter distances when the s鵠techanges from (I) to (II), while白atshifts to a 

longer distances when the state changes台om(II) to (III). This feature is important to understand the density 

dependence of the velocity of sound of the liquid mercury discussed in chapter 4. 
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3. Dynamic structures of expanded liquid ruむidium

In chapter 3, to investigate the applicability of手（r)derived from Sexp (k) for expanded li弓uidruもidiumto the 

dynamical properties, we calculate也evan Hove correlation function, the intermediate scattering釦nction,

the dynamic structure factor, the velocity autocorrelation function and the self-diffusion coefficient from the 

triple point to ne訂 thecritical point, i.e. at the temperature 350K, 1700K and 1900K, using the constant 

temperature MD simulation. The MD simulation is carried out for a system of 512 atoms in a cubic cell. The 

equations of motion訂esolved via the velocity Verlet algorithm with a time step of 4.8fs.τhe quantities of 

interest are obtained by averaging over 100,000 time steps. Next the MD simulation for a larger system of 

8,000 atoms is carried out to investigate the dynamical properties in a smaller k-region at 1900K, where there 

has been neither ex予erimentalnor theoretical study. The following features are shown:(i) Near the triple 

point, we need to employ the very accurate static structure factor as the input data for solving the inverse 

proるlemto reproduce the dynamic struc旬詑泊 asmall k-region using引け， sincethe dynamical properties in 

such a k-region are veηsensitiveぬ theeffective pair potential. (ii) At low densi守 nearthe critical point，手（r)

derived from Sexp （め canre戸oducethe dynamic s位UC陪revery well within the pair additive approximation, 

while p ps(r) c組 reproduceneither static nor dynamic structures. (iii) There exists the pro手ag滋ingdensity 

fluctuation mode for k～ 0.1K1 at 1900K. 

4. Velocity of sound of expanded fluid mercury obtained by the large-scale 

molecular-dynamics simulation 

In chapter主toexplain出erelation between the density dependence of the velocity of sound and that of手（r)

of expanded liquid mercu巧1,we have calculated the velocities of sound of liquid mercury at three states (I), 

(II) and (III) using the large-scale MD simulation wi由利r)obtained from Sexp（め.In the MD simulation the 

velocity of sound is obtained from the gradient of the dispersion curve of S (k, w) in a small k-region. To 

obtain the velocity of sound near the critical point, where large-scale density fluctuation is important, we have 

to carry out the large-scale simulation with the long runs. Therefore we have parallelized the progrぉnof the 

込白血泌ationwi血血eaぬmdecomposition algorithm釦 dc沼riedout血isMD simulation over 200,000 steps with 

a time step of 4.8fs for a large system of 64,000 atoms using the parallel computer. We have shown that the 

results of the velocities of sound thus obtained are in very good agreement with the experiments and手（r)

obtained from the static struc回refactors can reproduce the characteristic features of the density dependence 

of them. We have clarified出atthe陀 pulsivepart of手（吟plays詔 essentiallyimportant role for the ch組 gein 

the density dependence of the velocity of sound of liquid mercury at白eM-NM transition. We have also 

shown 出atthe density dependence of the self-diffusion coefficient of liquid mercury changes at the M-NM 

transition. 

5. Conclusions 

In this thesis, we have shown the following白ings:

1. The P-C method for solving the inverse method is very useful to derive the effective予airpotential of 

expanded liquid metals from the experimental structure factors. 
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2.τ'he effective p泊rpotential thus obtained can be used for the MD simulation to investigate the dynamic 

properties of expanded liquid metals. 

3. The large-scale MD  simulation using the parallel computer is powerful for s組dyingthe long-waveleng血

fluctuation in liquid metals near the critical point. 
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